PC421/621-D
Module 13
Learning Guide
Finishing Well:
All of Life for God’s Glory
Before you start...



Do 30-40 pages of pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp6-7 + ~p19ff: pdfs on Moodle)
Come prepared to share your key insights gained in your final research essay

1. INTRODUCTION
We’re there! This module we bring the whole course to a close as we consider how it looks from life’s end.
Across this semester we have laid the foundation to form various theologies of everyday life. Throughout
the topics, we’ve sought to explain what’s going on, understand what should be going on, and change our
behaviour to better align with our beliefs in pursuit of truthful action.
In the first session, then, we shift perspective. How does life look when it is all taken away? What will be
left when our work and indeed our existence is passed through God’s refining fire? This will allow us to
evaluate our present priorities and way of life. Further, it will help us consider what we might change that
we would “finish well”—not falling away as so many do—living all of life for God’s glory.
In the second session we’ll debrief the subject as a whole, and fill out a course evaluation.
Finally, in the third session we will share key insights we’ve gained, especially from our research
assignments. The course will close as we re-dedicate our lives to Christ, seeking faithful practice in every
facet of life. My prayer, at that point, is that you’ll carry theological reflection into your everyday life.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Explore our everyday theology from the perspective of life’s end, persevering for God’s glory.
2. Debrief the course as a class, sharing key insights gained in lectures and research essays.
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students are expected to consolidate their whole course experience,
bringing it down to three changes they will make that will help them “finish well” and align their beliefs and
behaviours toward more truthful action.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 9:20-10:10am, then 10:30-11:20am and 11:25am-12:15pm)
9:20 Finishing Well: A Legacy That Outlasts the Fire (50 minutes)
10:30 Course Consolidation and Evaluation (50 minutes)
11:25 Shared Insight from across the course and Life Dedication (50 minutes)
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2. FINISHING WELL: A LEGACY THAT OUTLASTS THE FIRE

Resource 13.1
As per Unit Guide (~pp19ff), Moodle has pdfs for recommended and optional readings for Module 13:
Recommended Reading:
N. T. Wright, “Building for the Kingdom,” in Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the
Mission of the Church (New York: HarperOne, 2008), 207-232 (+ notes pp311-312).
Gordon Macdonald, “Renewing Your Spiritual Passion,” in Restoring Joy (New York: Inspirational Press, 1996),
338-349. [For his 2007 book, Ordering Your Private World, see here.]

Optional Reading:
Michael Frost, “Epilogue: Premeditation and the Hallowing of the Everyday,” in Seeing God in the Ordinary: A Theology of the
Everyday (Peabody, Mass: Hendrickson, 2000), 190-197 (+ notes p203).
Miroslav Volf, “Theology for a Way of Life,” in Practicing Theology: Beliefs & Practices in Christian Life, ed. Miroslav Volf and
Dorothy Bass (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002), 245-263.
Dave Benson, “Sifting Trash, Sorting Treasure,” Wonderingfair.com online here (3pp).
Also, for your daily devotions and ongoing rhythms of life around the church calendar, see Shane Claiborne, Jonathan WilsonHartgrove, and Enuma Okoro, Common Prayer: A Liturgy for Ordinary Radicals (Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2010; online).

Students are required to read 30-40 pages (for PC421 & 621 respectively) in preparation from the lecture. This must
include at least *one* recommended reading, which you must engage in the assessed journal entries for modules
2-11. Additionally, you can make up the remaining pages by drawing on any of the recommended or optional
readings that are of interest. This is a key component of your learning in this course. Alongside reviewing the
lecture notes, this reading comprises 3 hours of your 10 hours per week involvement (p4 Unit Guide).

2.1

Opening Prayer, Courtesy of Michael Leunig
Love is born
With a dark and troubled face
When hope is dead
And in the most unlikely place
Love is born:
Love is always born.

(To see this death and rebirth in the history of the church, watch Lausanne’s “Turning Points” 1 & 2.)
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2.2

Leave Boldly: A legacy that outlasts the fire (1 Corinthians 3)
**Distance students can watch this talk—originally
preached as part of a series based on the book One
Month to Live—online here.
The full transcript is under Moodle,
Module 13, Extra Resources.
Also, if you would like to check out an apologetics
message on “Life After Death” and what it means for
how we live right now, see “Afterlife: Christian Hope in
the Face of Death”—video, mp3, discussion guide and
blogpost at Traverse.org.au here**

As we’ve explored across this course, and in the words of Miroslav Volf (pre-reading for this module), a core
contention is that “at the heart of every good theology lies not simply a plausible intellectual vision but
more importantly a compelling account of a way of life, and that theology is therefore best done from
within the pursuit of this way of life.”1 Volf extends his thesis later in the same chapter like this:

“Christian beliefs normatively shape Christian practices,
and engaging in practices can lead to
acceptance and deeper understanding of these beliefs.”2
What, then of our belief that this life is not all there is? As Christians, we believe that death is not the
end. Through the resurrection of Christ, our investments in community and culture will outlast the
grave. Given our belief that all our ‘works’ will be tested, as through fire, how does it shape our
practices and way of life right now?
(Flipping this on its head, perhaps our Christian practices now—both
sacramental, like sharing in the Lord’s supper, and profane, like working hard at
what may seem a dead-end job—will challenge our theology … especially if we
picture the afterlife as a disembodied worship service in the sky rather than a
re-embodied fulfilment of our original vocation as God’s image bearers in a
New Creation.)
In this final talk we consider how you might change your practices from the
perspective of death. If you had only one month to live, what would you
change? (For the original book and American series, see here; talk; promo.)
This will help us focus on finishing life well.
It will help us pursue a legacy that outlasts the fire.
**CLASS OPTION: (1) Read my blog, “Sifting Trash, Sorting Treasure”
(2) Then watch the 10 minute video of Sung Kyung Ju and her father
living to share Christ with the lost in North Korea (powerful video here)
(3) Share how you’ve seen family and friends either finish well,
or finish badly in their faith. What made the difference?
(4) Based on this experience, and biblical wisdom, what two things
must change for you to finish well? (Cf. p9, Gordon Macdonald on
“safe places, still times, and special friends.”)

1

Miroslav Volf, “Theology for a Way of Life,” in Practicing Theology: Beliefs & Practices in Christian Life, ed. Miroslav
Volf and Dorothy Bass (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2002), 247.
2

Ibid., 258.
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2.3

Looking to Outlast the Fire?

If you had one month to live, you don’t want your life’s legacy to barely register as a blip on history’s radar.
If you’re facing the end of it all, what would it take for you to leave boldly, knowing your life was truly
significant?
1 Corinthians 3:9-15 speaks to our quest for an eternal
legacy. This powerful imagery presents a building,
renovation work, a day of fiery testing, and a final reward.
Sitting in our comfortable building, and living in safety, these
pictures of destruction are foreign. Heavy as it is, though,
fire is an image of death and judgment. Hebrews 9:27 says
that all people are destined to die once, and then face God’s
judgment—the Day that brings everything into the light.

Now, if this is true—and if we had one month to live—
wouldn’t you want to run a simulation before the day?
To test what will go up in flames, and what will pass on through?
To leave a legacy that lasts?
That’s what it means to Leave Boldly:

You can leave boldly when your legacy will

last for eternity.
This living hope is grounded on the life and resurrection of Jesus Christ, who boldly faced His
baptism of fire (Luke 9:51-53). So, how does your life fare?

2.4

Investing in Eternity: Two Things that Live On After You Die
#1 = COMMUNITY
1 Corinthians 3:9: “For we are God’s co-workers; you are
God’s field, God’s building.”
The Bible expresses this in many ways: the bride of Christ,
the body of Christ, the New Humanity. But here we’re a
building.
1 Peter 2:4-5 picks this up also: “As you come to Christ, the
living Stone … you also, like living stones, are being built into
a spiritual house.”

Jesus’ premium was on people (John 17). As you test your life by the Bible’s brazier, what passes through?
Are people your priority?
Let’s get more specific. Three actions in community leave an eternal legacy …
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2.4.1 First, GROW in the IMAGE of Christ
The best bricks are sufficiently baked. God is committed to building the image of Christ in me (Philippians
1:6; 2 Corinthians 3:7-8). But formation is slow, and it involves sticking close to Jesus especially during times
of refining and testing.
(See Psalm 12:6; 66:10; Isaiah 48:10; Jeremiah 9:7; Daniel 11:35;
Zechariah 13:9; Malachi 3:3; Matthew 3:11; Romans 5:3-5; Hebrews 5:8;
1 Peter 1:6-8; Revelation 3:18.)

Antoine Rutayisire from Rwanda, quick fix
Christianity, and true reconciliation (video here)
When you take time to grow in Christ’s image—the slow
stuff of formation—you make an eternal investment. Do
you daily dwell in His Word, follow His leading, and
discipline your life? Only living stones will outlast the fire.

2.4.2 Second, EMBRACE with the LOVE of Christ
God’s eternal community embraces diversity in love (John
13:34-35). And this diversity is only meant to grow as we
move toward worship in the New Creation, after the day of
fire (Revelation 7:8-10; 19:1-6; 21:26).
The world’s diversity worshipping as one at
Lausanne III, Cape Town (watch video here)
Suffering with our persecuted brothers and sisters
in China (watch video here)
“Bring more diversity, Lord,
so that we can model to the world how to love.”
Join a growth group. Share a meal. Genuinely ask how someone is and take the time to listen and pray.
Are we embracing others with the love of Christ? Are we connected into community, sharing life together?
Are we breaking down divides and celebrating our differences? Are we putting aside our preferences and
opening our arms like Christ to welcome everyone? This, too, is investing in eternity—a legacy that will
outlast the flames.

2.4.3 Third, EXTEND for the MISSION of Christ
Jesus calls us to supernatural love of our enemy and the
oppressed we easily overlook. His whole mission was to seek
and save that which was lost (Luke 4:18-19; 19:10).
It’s this oddball mixture of people that will outlast the
flames and take up residence in the New Creation. Jesus
wants us to get uncomfortable: to escape the Christian
bubble; to insert ourselves in the wounds of the world; to
rub shoulders with the unlikelies and odd-bods all around
us. Have we got eyes to see? Do you walk on by?
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“Jesus had compassion”—splanchnizomai (Grk.) … bowel
twisting hurt for people lost without a shepherd. When did
your guts last knot up for the hurting? Let the Spirit rise up
in you and push you out. Leave a legacy by extending for the
mission of Christ.
Wounded healers in Kyelitsha loving their
unemployed, AIDS infected neighbours
Sung Kyung Ju and her father living to share Christ
with the lost in North Korea (powerful video here)
See also the 2016 Lausanne Younger Leaders
Gathering, recapping the day focused on Christ’s suffering love (video here), on which many from
the persecuted church shared (all videos here: see Ladan Nouri, Richard Chin, & David Platt)
How are you extending for the mission of Christ?
Before the Day of Judgment, test your priorities,
your time, and your life by the brazier of the Bible.
Community outlasts the fire.
What will be burned up? What will pass through?
How are you investing in community?
Like Oskar Schindler, leverage your time, your
money, and your possessions to free the prisoner,
especially to lead more people to Christ for the
ultimate pardon.

2.5

Investing in Eternity: Two Things that Live On After You Die
#2 = CULTURE
We shouldn’t be materialistic. But nor should we shun
matter. Matter matters.
Does God care for this world? Is my everyday work a waste
of time? What about the vet who is passionate for animal
protection, or ecolosits who invest years into studying the
soil? What about the accountant who structures
spreadsheets, the musician who staves a symphony, or the
artist who re-presents the world with oil paints?

All of this matters too. The world matters. And Heaven—at
least The Simpsons version in the clouds—is not your home. We came from the dirt, and earth is most
definitely our home. … You may not be able to take your study, your spreadsheet, symphony or sculpture
with you, but God may well incorporate it in the New Creation.
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God has intellectual copyright over the earth and all the
culture in it (Psalm 24:1). All culture keeping and culture
making will be tested by fire and refined into something
even better. In the resurrection hope, your labour is not in
vain (1 Corinthians 3:10-15; 15:58).
Do you get up each day and commit your work to God?
This is an eternal legacy. Do you ask for His wisdom to
better conserve what’s good in this material world, and
make new forms of culture that bring glory to God? This is
not misspent energy—a waste of time. One day, God
willing, you may wander through the New Creation on a
renewed planet earth. And as you walk through the most amazing city God built, you may well see
something strangely familiar yet different and better than what you created in 2010.3
“Clarry,” Christ’s victory scars, and good news for
those low on talent
Do you want to make an eternal investment? Do you want
your legacy to outlast the fire? Then spend all you have on
Community, and save your best work for keeping and
creating Culture for the glory of God.
As N. T. Wright poignantly puts it, counteracting both the
do-it-yourself “building God’s Kingdom” social gospel and
the escapist “saving souls while waiting for heaven”
reductionist gospel,
But what we can and must do in the present, if we are obedient to the gospel, if we are following
Jesus, and if we are indwelt, energized, and directed by the Spirit, is to build for the kingdom. This
brings us back to 1 Corinthians 15:58 once more: what you do in the Lord is not in vain. You are not
oiling the wheels of a machine that’s about to roll over a cliff. You are not restoring a great painting
that’s shortly going to be thrown on the fire. You are not planting roses in a garden that’s about to be
dug up for a building site. You are—strange though it may seem, almost as hard to believe as the
resurrection itself—accomplishing something that will become in due course part of God’s new
world. Every act of love, gratitude, and kindness; every work of art or music inspired by the love of
God and delight in the beauty of his creation; every minute spent teaching a severely handicapped
child to read or to walk; every act of care and nurture, of comfort and support, for one’s fellow
human beings and for that matter one’s fellow nonhuman creatures; and of course every prayer, all
Spirit-led teaching, every deed that spreads the gospel, builds up the church, embraces and
embodies holiness rather than corruption, and makes the name of Jesus honored in the world—all of
this will find its way, through the resurrecting power of God, into the new creation that God will one
day make. That is the logic of the mission of God. God’s recreation of his wonderful world, which
began with the resurrection of Jesus and continues mysteriously as God’s people live in the risen
Christ and in the power of his Spirit, means that what we do in Christ and by the Spirit in the present
is not wasted. It will last all the way into God’s new world. In fact, it will be enhanced there.4

3

Looking for more? Check out N. T. Wright’s Surprised by Hope, and Andy Crouch’s Culture Making.

4

N. T. Wright, “Building for the Kingdom,” in Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the Mission
of the Church (New York: HarperOne, 2008), 208-209, also 216.
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2.6

The Big IF … What’s Your Foundation? Will You Outlast the Fire?

Did you catch the Big IF in 1 Corinthians 3:10-15? All the community you build and the culture you make
will outlast the fire IF … if it’s built on the foundation of Jesus Christ. Your legacy will live on if it’s done
prayerfully, in the power of the Spirit, for the glory of God.
Whatever you do, do it for the glory of God. This is not a list of ‘good works’ to strive for. It’s a gift of grace
when you’re in Christ. The fruit forms when you’re fed by His Spirit.
But the Big IF runs even deeper. Community and Culture will pass through death and be refined by
judgment. But will you be there to enjoy it? Will you pass through the flames? Are you built on the
foundation of Christ?
God has told us hundreds of times
through the Scriptures that He is a
consuming fire. One day every one of us
will literally have one month to live. And
after that we will die and face God’s
judgment. Everything and everyone will
pass through the flames of His refining.
Do you know if you will pass through?
Are you abiding in Jesus?
(See Malachi 3:2; 4:1; Matthew 3:10-11; 13:40;
25:41; Luke 3:16-17; 12:49; John 15:5-6;
2 Thessalonians 1:5-10; Hebrews 10:26-28; 12:29;
2 Peter 3:3-13; Revelation 18:18; 20:13-15.)

2.7

Debriefing and Re-Directing to “Finish Well”

In pairs, choose three of the following questions to explore with a partner, debriefing what you’ve heard:
If you only had one month left to live (in good health then a sudden end!), what would you change?
In light of the resurrection hope, which of these changes are worth making today?
“You can leave boldly when you know your legacy will last for eternity.” What would it take for you
to “leave boldly”, knowing your life was truly significant?
Reflect on the three actions in community which leave an eternal legacy: Grow in the image of
Christ; Embrace with the love of Christ; Extend for the mission of Christ. How would you rate each?
Where are you strong? Where are you weak?
In what way is your cultural work an investment in eternity? How might what you presently do look
when reconfigured in the fullness of God’s New Creation?
“Do you want to make an eternal investment? Do you want your legacy to outlast the fire?
Then spend all you have on Community, and save your best work
for keeping and creating Culture for the glory of God.”
Based on 1 Corinthians 3:9-15, imagine your community and culture investments were to go up in
flames today as part of the final judgment. What wouldn’t pass through? What would pass
through? Why?
What one change in your everyday life feels like a faithful response to the risen Christ today?
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Taking a different tack, how are you going in sustaining your spiritual passion? Will you “finish well”?
It’s easy to become discouraged, worn out, and weary.
As Gordon Macdonald (pre-reading for this module) explains, in response to the wide-spread weariness he
sees among so many once-passionate evangelicals,
“I would like to propose that what these people needed—and didn't find or didn’t take the time for—
were things like safe places, still times, and special friends. The safe places would have allowed them
to find out who God is. The still times would have given them a chance to hear what God says. The
special friends would have made possible the encouragement and correctives for them to obey what
God asks.
But all too often our safe places are too noisy. Our still times are clogged with busyness. And our
special friends are little more than acquaintances who don't know or care how to deal with us in this
category of life (nor we for them). The result? Weariness, which is to say, loss of spiritual passion,
loss of the energy to get on with and produce what Christ called an abundant life. …
For the man or woman at the edge of a Jordan, wearied by too many choices and burdened with too
many obligations, there is a simple formula: safe places, still times, and special friends. The
combination provides enough room for the faithful God of Jesus Christ to begin to speak to us.”5
How do you rate on the ‘weary meter’? ___/10
1 = fresh as a daisy and passionate for God;
5 = sustaining the slog in Christ’s strength;
10 = burned out and drifting away.
Record your #1 safe place ____________, still time____________, and special friend____________
Share with another what each means, and how you might tweak this to say strong
“Intimacy makes it possible to hear God’s wishes. …
To be in the presence of the Commander is to be in a safe place;
and to hear his wishes demands a still time when listening is the most important thing.
That’s intimacy, and it generates passion, a desire to hear and to please.
No hearing, no intimacy, no passion.”6
How is your intimacy with God? Does anything need to change to hear God’s voice?
What are three changes you feel Christ calling you to make, to help you “finish well” and align your
beliefs and behaviours toward more truthful action that leaves an eternal legacy?
Close by praying the following prayer out loud together in pairs …
“Holy Father,
In the frenzy of our modern lives at home, in the market place, and in the church,
keep before us your invitation to intimacy.
Help us to locate those safe places, where in still times you will speak into our spirits
from your Word, by your Spirit, through our special friends.
May we learn as a result how to live in pursuit of your wishes.
For all who are weary, empty of spirit, directionless or numb,
I pray for the renewal of spiritual passion.
The reason? To be a pleasure to you and a light to the world. AMEN.”7

5

Gordon Macdonald, “Renewing Your Spiritual Passion,” in Restoring Joy (New York: Inspirational Press, 1996), 340,
348.
6

Ibid., 343.

7

Ibid., 349.
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3. COURSE CONSOLIDATION AND EVALUATION
We’ve covered a lot of ground this course. To help you recap, below is the course schedule
Wk
1
2

Date

(share A-C
theology)

3
(share D-F
theology)

4
(share G-I
practices)

5
(share J-L
theology)

6
(share M-O
theology)

7
(share P-R
theology)

8
9

10

13

Period 2

(share S-U
theology)
(share V-X
theology)

(share Y-Z
theology)

Period 3

The “Everyday Gap”: All Course Overview +
Who Needs Theology,
of Life for God’s Glory
Weekly Praxis
Anyway?
Building Your House on the Rock:
The Reflective Practioner: Models of
Pistis, Phronēsis & Praxis in the
Practical Theology
Sermon the Mount
Normative Sources for Theological
Reflecting God in the Everyday:
Reflection: Living in God’s Story
Community
The Journey to Transformation: An
Inventory of Spiritual & Emotional
Maturity + Keeping Tabs on time
Situational and Experiential Sources
for Transformative Theological
Reflection
Subverting the Empire: God’s
Community in Our Cultural Context

Resources for Emotionally Healthy
Spirituality: Daily Office, Sabbath,
Rule of Life & Spiritual Friendship
Ruth’s Story: Love Always Lifts You
Up

Joseph’s Story: God’s Sovereignty and
the Confusions in Life

Mapping Your Spiritual
Autobiography, and Defining Core
Beliefs, Values & Commitments
Higher Time: Living the Rhythms of
the Church Calendar
The Childlike Faith: Play in the
Kingdom of God

Everyday Theology I: TIME

11
12

Period 1

Everyday Theology II: BODY –
“Profane Practices for Drifting
Disciples”
Everyday Theology III: TECHNOLOGY

Seeing God in Popular Culture –
Analysis of Video Hits

God @ Work: Focusing Your Vocation
to Bridge the Kingdom Gap
Everyday Theology IV: EATING & HOSPITALITY
(Watching and discussing the movie Chocolat)
Everyday Theology V: NATURE+NOISE Practice Case Studies
Finishing Well: A Legacy
That Outlasts the Fire

Course Consolidation
& Evaluation

Shared Insight from
across the course and
Life Dedication

Also, here are your journal tasks, related to modules 3-12.
Journal #1 (re: module 2, due before class module 3): How intentional are you at reflecting on your
faithfulness to Christ in everyday life? Thinking on the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7), where are the
largest gaps between your beliefs and practices?
Journal #2 (re: module 3, due before class module 4): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
communally engaging the Scriptures—together living the Christian story.
Journal #3 (re: module 4, due before class module 5): Give yourself a score out of 10 (10 being perfect, 1
being dysfunctional/non-existent) on each of the four resources for emotionally healthy spirituality: (a)
daily office; (b) Sabbath; (c) Rule of Life; (d) Spiritual Friendship. Imagine you were discipling someone with
the same profile as you on the Inventory of Spiritual and Emotional Maturity. What one piece of wisdom
would you offer?
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Journal #4 (re: module 5, due before class module 6): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
friendship, particularly as it relates to inclusion and exclusion of the Other.
Journal #5 (re: module 6, due before class module 7): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
simplicity, particularly as it relates to consumerism and caring for the poor.
Journal #6 (re: module 7, due before class module 8): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
lament, particularly as it relates to experiences of suffering in your life.
Journal #7 (re: module 8, due before class module 9): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
rhythms of life. What daily, weekly, and seasonal rhythms do you have? How do, or don’t, they connect you
in to the great cloud of witnesses across history and our eternal God?
Journal #8 (re: module 9, due before class module 10): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
either (a) a spiritual discipline such as fasting; (b) play/sport/recreation; (c) everyday existence (e.g. body
image, eating/drinking, sleeping, sex), particularly as it relates to the physicality (bodily-dimension) of being
human.
Journal #9 (re: module 10, due before class module 11): Share and critically reflect on either (a) your use
of technology: in what ways is it enhancing or defacing God’s image in you?; (b) your everyday vocation: if
someone were to observe your actions across the last week, how would they describe and rate your
intentionality at seeking first the Kingdom of God in every facet of your work?
Journal #10 (re: module 11, due before class module 12): Share and critically reflect on your practice of
either (a) eating; (b) consuming resources; (c) hospitality, particularly for the stranger.

Class Activity 13.1 … Course Debrief (30 mins)
Share your thoughts in response to the following course debrief questions:
What topic most interested you in the course?
Which session or concept impacted you the most, and why/how was it relevant?
If you could tweak the course, what would you change (e.g. drop, add, modify)?
What was most challenging to your own life—especially your everyday practices—this
course?
What topic or issue would you like to explore further? What author or book is next on your
“to read list” after this course is over, to help you continue growing in theological reflection?
What great conversations and questions have come out of doing this course?
What questions still remain for you concerning the process of theological reflection, and
aligning beliefs and behaviours in pursuit of truthful action?
What practices have—or will—you change to better cultivate a desire for Christ’s Kingdom
What’s one thing you’ll change or do in response to this course?
Now, fill out a course review (link under Module 13 on Moodle)
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4. SHARED INSIGHT FROM ACROSS THE COURSE AND LIFE DEDICATION
In this final session we’ll have an open sharing time, bouncing off the final assessment task. Then, to close,
we’ll consolidate just a *few* changes we feel called to make in pursuit of faithful practice.

4.1

Shared Insights

Your final research essay was geared toward a full theological reflection (explain, understand, change) on
either an aspect of everyday life, or a complex problem you presently face.

Class Activity 13.2 … Shared Insights (40 mins)
Each student has 3 minutes to share a brief “theology for everyday life” that is emerging from your final
research assignment.
What’s your topic, or problem you are addressing … why this topic?
Explain what is going on, and why—be sure to offer at least one point from each
perspective: normative, situational, and existential
Help us understand what should be going on, drawing insight from Scripture and tradition
What practical wisdom (phronēsis) have you gained? That is, how will you respond as you
seek to change your everyday life in pursuit of truthful action?
As we’ve explored across this course, the following models of Theological Reflection will help. …
Which model will you carry beyond this course, into your everyday life?

Models of Theological Reflection:

A. Simple = See  Judge  Act
1. What is going on and why?
2. What ought to be going on?
3. How might we respond?

Every model of theological reflection—regardless of
the number of steps—should be concerned with
explaining a practical situation, understanding the
situation through a dialogue between secular and
theological perspectives, and finally changing the
situation with renewed praxis.8

8

Gerben Heitink, Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 6, 165.
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B. Intermediate = The Pastoral Cycle9
Experience (of the concrete tension in a local context) 
Exploration (analysis of the situation through insights from secular and
religious critical perspectives) 
Reflection (seeking to correlate these insights toward guides for action) 
Action (new practices directed by reflective-practitioners that, once
implemented, start another progressive spiral)

C. Advanced = “Five Movements” and DECIDE10

Describe: Describe the social condition, individual or group practice, activity or behaviour that you
are addressing.

Explore: Explore alternative non-theological models of explanation or understandings of this
condition.

Consider Christian Resources: Consider what biblical studies, historical theology, systematic
theology, church history and other Christian resources might relate to the condition being studied.

Integrate/Inform: Compare Christian resources with nontheological models to determine how
they relate.

Develop: Develop a practical, concrete new action that can lead to new practices to transform the
condition.

Evaluate: Evaluate intended and unintended consequences of new action and practice.
Whatever your model of theological reflection, you should draw on three primary theological resources:
 Scripture and Theology (this is the “normative-hermeneutical” perspective, cf. Module 3)
 Cultural sources such as science, psychology, philosophy etc. (this is the “situational-empirical”
perspective, cf. Module 5)
 Personal reflection (this is the “experiential-strategic” perspective, cf. Module 5)

9

See Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward, “Theology-in-Action: Praxis,” in Theological Reflection:
Methods (London: SCM, 2005), 188-191; Paul Ballard and John Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action: Christian
Thinking in the Service of Church and Society (London: SPCK, 1996), 18, 67, 74-78, 118-119.
10

Drawn from my adaptation of Osmer, Practical Theology, 4, 10-11; DECIDE comes from Paul Shrier (2010), cited by
Graham Stanton, “Reforming ‘Practical Theology’,” 23-24, 27 (n.26); “Christopraxis” comes from Ray Anderson, The
Shape of Practical Theology: Empowering Ministry with Theological Praxis (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
2001), 7, 29-31, 47-60.
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4.2

Life Dedication

Wrapping the whole course up, who is Jesus Christ calling you to be, for Him, today?
How might you respond?

Class Activity 13.3 … Life Dedication (10 mins)
Spend a minute in silence, waiting prayerfully on Christ to lead you through His Spirit.
Now, jot below *three* changes that you will make in your everyday life, to help you “finish well” and
align your beliefs and behaviours toward more truthful action. (It may help to structure these three
changes under the headings, love God, love others, cultivate God’s world.)
 ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Share these with one other person. Do you have someone to hold you accountable to these changes?
Design an everyday practice to remind you of these changes.
Finally, pray for each other, and re-dedicate your life to the glory of God.
The lecturer will close with a corporate prayer, and we’ll sing the doxology for one last time.
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A Prayer of Commissioning/Sending:
In the name of the divine Trinity,
Let us pray.
God, you have called us into being
through love.
You have joined us to one another
In love.
How good and pleasant it is
When your people dwell together in unity.

Shine your light upon your people
That we can see the glory of eternal life.
Grant _______ (name of commissioned) the strength
To carry your blessing from this place to their next.
May they be at home in any land,
For all their earth is yours.
And, with their hopes set on your coming glory in the world,
live also an alien in all lands.
May the lamp of your word
Guide his/her feet on the unsure paths of life.

Our lives are but a breath,
But our breaths are drawn from your divine Spirit.
You have created us as walking paradoxes.
Specs of dust and divine-image bearers.
We are constantly restless,
Until we rest in you.

Grant ______ (name of commissioned) a deeper fullness
Of being and spirit,
By carrying our memory with him/her
In the coming journey.
May his/her face be fuller in glory and joy,
Now bearing new shape,
As our faces transform and supplement one another.
Go in the peace of Christ to love and serve the Lord,
All: Thanks be to God!
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As we close this course for the last time, remember that we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring
creatures”. Developing a “theology for everyday life” is not just about understanding rightly, but loving
truly. That is, we must be intentional in our habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are
formed to love the Kingdom of God. Again, “theology begets doxology”. Learning is in the service of
worship. Thus, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
I genuinely hope this course has been a blessing in disguise for you. The disguise is that hidden under the
myriad readings and reams of lecture notes is a relatively simple jewel of a take-home message: faithfully
reflecting on your current actions in everyday life positions you to fruitfully modify how you live, that we
all would flourish and God would be glorified.
If you forget all else, remember See–Judge–Act: see what’s going on and why; judge what should be going
on, drawing on the normative, situational and existential perspectives; then act in fresh ways to change
your life in pursuit of truthful action. As you seek to explain, understand, and change your life, your
everyday practices that you once took for granted may appear strangely unfamiliar. And this is good: from
a kingdom perspective, everything in this life is reframed.
In this final reflection for the course, I’m again drawing on a wonderingfair.com post, entitled “Sifting
Trash, Sorting Treasure”. When all is swept away, what still matters? May we each, daily, “sort” our lives.
May what we invest into live on for eternity in the economy of Jesus’ resurrection life.

When all threatens to be swept away, what would you save? As they say, “One man’s trash is another
man’s treasure.” In January 2011 my sleepy city of Brisbane had a wet season that lived up to its
reputation. Inundated by global attention, this dilemma tumbled from hypothetical into turbulent reality.
For nearly a month the rain fell. Seventy-five percent of
Queensland was flood affected—think France and Germany
combined. The low-system settled over us. Freak storms hit the
Toowoomba range, immediately west of Brisbane. Locals
looked on, horrified, as the centre of that city became a
tumultuous river. Cars were swept away like sticks. And on the
waters cascaded, through the Lockyer Valley. With little notice
an inland Tsunami hit towns like Grantham. Stories abounded
of parents clambering onto rooves, holding their children aloft,
praying for a helicopter to fly them away. The water
accumulated in Wivenhoe dam, soon straining at nearly 200
percent capacity. Thankfully the wall didn’t give way.
Nevertheless, each day a body of water the volume of Sydney
Harbour was released toward Brisbane.
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My suburb was one of the first hit. The Brisbane River peaked at 21 metres, a silty sea sweeping
away our local park. Houses were built high, so our worst experience was isolation for 5 days. We
moved a friend’s house contents above the predicted flood line, and then two days later moved it
all back again, unscathed. Deciding what was worth saving was subjective at best.
By the time the waters passed through Brisbane city, however, it was a different story. The 4.5
metre peak was enough to take out nearly 20,000 properties. Once the waters receded, the sight
was staggering. Kilometre after kilometre, houses were covered in silt. The streets were lined with
trash. So many families lost everything. The devastation compounded when insurance companies
informed residents that, technically, this wasn’t a ‘flood’—the river banks never broke, even as the
waters rose. Everything was gone.
I could dwell on the details, but one image sums it up.
Back in March 2010, close friends had their house damaged
by local flash floods. So they formed an evacuation plan in
case of serious storms. Each of the family members set
aside a box of priceless items to protect at all costs. Yet as
the Brisbane floods hit, they were trapped up the coast
with no chance of clearing their possessions. The waters
rose and swallowed their house. Upon returning,
everything was ruined. Dozens of people volunteered to
clean up the mess, but like I said earlier, “one man’s trash is
another man’s treasure.”
Each of the kids searched for their box of items. Tom, a twenty-year-old dental student, followed
the garbage trail out to the nature-strip, scanning for his missing items. Thus far he had been stoic.
But then he saw the legs of his childhood stuffed toy poking out of the dirty pile. Without overdramatising, he fell to the ground, frantically sifting trash with his bare hands. Items he held dear
were destroyed. A guttural cry passed through his lips and the streams flowed once more.
When all is taken away, what do we value the most? At times like this, “You are what you own”
rings hollow; retail therapy is exposed as a placebo. As outsiders, we prioritized large and
expensive items to secure above the waters for our evacuated friend. But for insiders like Tom,
when it all washes up in the end, what matters most isn’t material at all. This is really about that.
This photo is about that friendship. This CD is about that first date. And this muddied toy is about
that childhood memory.
Our ‘flood’ experience seems overblown compared with Brazil and Pakistan, displacing Australia’s
entire population. But common to us all is that which holds ultimate worth.
In our consumerist culture, ‘stuff’ should always take
second place. We can thank God for material blessings,
but even my prized laptop is just trash compared to the
worth of a life, of love, and of shared memories. All our
possessions will perish. And tears will flow. But for Tom
and his family, hope remains afloat. They have taken
Jesus’ teaching to heart: “Seek first the Kingdom of God
and his righteousness, and he will give you everything
you need.” Their ‘home and contents’—their treasure
and centre of identity—is built on the rock. As the floods
come, and the elements conspire, it cannot be shaken
(Matthew 7:24-27). I only pray that the floods we face
prompt us each to sift trash from treasure before that
great day when God’s love and justice inundate us all.
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